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Abstract. In this paper the potential of utilizing strain for suppressing impact 
ionization is evaluated. It is found that if compressive strain is introduced without 
altering the bandgap (e.g. by using properly tailored InGaAlAs alloys) the 
threshold energy for electron impact ionization is significantlv increased for both 
GaAs-based and InP-based materials. 

Pseudomorphic devices such as n-type In,Ga, -J 
AlGaAs (grown on GaAs) and In,.,,+,Ga,.,,~,As/ 
Ino.52Alo.48As (grown on InP) MODFET structures 
are now routinely being used for high-frequency appli- 
cations. While the speed-related improvements are well 
documented, so far, strain has not been utilized to alter 
and control breakdown performance. Breakdown related 
to impact ionization is important in a variety of device 
applications and is usually tailorable only by altering the 
bandgap. However, the large changes in valence band- 
structure due to strain [l-41 suggest that electron impact 
ionization could be tailored by strain. This is because the 
severe constraints due to simultaneous satisfaction of 
energy and momentum conservation for the scattering 
particles are very much dependent on the carrier masses. 

Two issues are examined in this paper: (i) how the 
impact ionization rates are altered ifexcess In is added to 
GaAs and In,,,,Ga,,,,As which are initially lattice 
matched to GaAs and InP respectively; (ii) how the 
impact ionization rates are affected if in addition to 
excess In we also add excess AI to maintain a constant 
bandgap. In the second case, the bandgap is maintained 
constant while the compressive strain is introduced by 
excess In. The motivation for examining the second 
possibility will become clear after we present our results. 
The in-plane lattice constant is matched to GaAs for one 
set of calculations and InP for the other case. The 
amount of maximum strain (-2%) is used in pseudomor- 
phic devices. The compressive in-plane strain produced 
by addition of excess In in the channel reduces the 
valence band density of states mass considerably. These 
results have been reported in considerable detail both 
experimentally and theoretically 15-71, It is important to 
note that the reduction in the hole mass is dependent 

primarily upon the strain and not on the chemical 
composition of the material. Note that cases are included 
where the reduction of bandgap produced by excess In is 
compensated for by the addition of excess AI, while 
maintaining the strain. 

The electron impact ionization rates are addressed 
since they are calculated to be affected much more due to 
handstructure modifications. 

The impact ionization rate can be written as (in CGS 

units) [8] 

where E,, and E,, are the energies of the starting 
electrons and E,, . ,  .E,,, are tlie energies of the final 
electrons. Pcv is the momentum matrix element and we 
have obtained its value from the work of Lawaetz [SI. 
The integral in equation (2) is numerically integrated. 

The impact ionization rates are plotted in figures 1 
and 2 for the GaAs-based and InP-based structures. The 
corresponding threshold energies are also given in the 
figure captions. Two important points are to be noted. As 
excess In is added to make the structure pseudomorphic, 
the impact ionization thresholds increase slightly for 
GaAs-based structures but decrease slightly for the InP- 
based structures. The decrease in the threshold is much 
more rapid for an unstrained alloy for which the hole 
masses do not decrease with added In but the bandgap 
decreases. In the pseudomorphic case, while the decrease 
in bandgap decreases the threshold for breakdown, the 
decreasing hole mass in the pseudomorphic structure 
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Figure 1. Impact ionization rates for several material 
systems grown on GaAs substrates. Full cuwe- 
GaAs(f,=1.41 eV: flh=1.9eV): chain curve- 
In,.,Ga,.,As (€,=1.25eV: EIh=2.2eV): broken cuwe- 
In,.,Al,.,eGa,.,,As (€,=1.41 eV: f,,=3.1 eV) 

Figure 2. Impact ionization rates for structures grown on 
InP structures. Full cuwe-In,,,Ga,.,,As (fg=0.8eV: 
f/h=0.95eV): chain curve-ln,.,,Ga,.,,As (Eg =0.62 eV: 
flh=0.87eV): broken curve-ln,.,,Ga,.,.Al,.,.As 
(€,=0.8eV: flh=1.2eV) 

Table 1. A list of material compositions and parameters used in the calculations. The hole density of 
states mass is calculated from the four-band k . p  theory and the electron band is non-parabolic with the 
non-parabolicity factor as given. 

Material 
Bandgap sole mass Non-parabolicity €Ih 
(ev) Electron mass (DOS) (ev-') (ev) 

GaAs 1.41 0.067 0.45 0.6 
In,. GaAs 1.33 0.064 0.3 0.6 
~n,&a,.,A~ 1.25 0.062 0.2 0.6 
Ino., AI,.,,Ga,.,,As 1.41 0.067 0.3 0.6 
h.A., .Ga,.,,As 1.41 0.067 0.2 0.6 
In,.&a,,,As 0.8 0.044 0.45 1 .o 
In,.,,Ga,.,,As 0.72 0.042 0.3 1 .o 
In,.,,Ga,.,,As 0.62 0.037 0.2 1 .o 
In,.,,Ga,.,A~,.,,As 0.8 0.044 0.3 1 .o 
In.,,Ga,.,,Ak.,,As 0.8 0.044 0.2 1 .o 
In,,AI,.,As 0.8 0.044 0.15 1 .o 
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partially compensates for this. However, if the strain is 
introduced by addition of excess In but the bandgap is 
maintained by excess Al, dramatic improvement in the 
impact ionization threshold is observed, as is evident 
from figures 1 and 2. Normally such high thresholds are 
only expected for much larger bandgap materials. It is 
found that for the GaAs-based structures, the threshold 
energy increases from 1.9eV for the lattice-matched 
structure to 3.1 eV for a structure with 2% strain. In InP- 
based structures the threshold increases from 0.9eV to 
1.2eV for 2% strain and to 1.45eV for 2.5% strain. To 
find the electric field dependence of the impact ionization 
rate and to  predict the breakdown voltages, we are now 
in the process of carrying out Monte Carlo simulations. 

The increased breakdown thresholds suggested by 
the theory for cases where bandgap is maintained but 
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compressive strain is introduced using excess In and AI 
have not yet been tested experimentally. Since a number 
of devices can benefit by this large tailoring of impact 
ionization rates it would be worthwhile to test these 
possibilities experimentally. It is important to note that 
the predicted benefits can arise only because of pseudo- 
morphic epitaxy, since it is essential to maintain a 
constant bandgap and produce a uniaxial strain to lift the 
light-hole-heavy-hole degeneracy. 
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